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E:DI CAT ION 
\ \ 
The time has come for many of us to decide which 
path in life we wish to follow . The complexity of the 
wor ld situation , and the involvement of each one of 
us in the future 9f this country , demand that we make 
this decision with intelligence and fore sight. 
The strong principles which we have learned and 
the knowledge which we have gained during the years 
at Corpus Christi will be an invaluable guide in the 
planning of our future and the attainment of our Eter-
nity. 
We wish to express our sincere gratitude to 
Mother Gerald for her kindly interest in each Corpus 
Christian; to Father Jansen for his spiritual guidance 
and sage advice; to the staff who have so generously 
given of their t i me for the education of this graduating 
c lass . 
To you , the Class of 1963, we dedicate this year-
book , and we entrust to you the task of u p hold ing the 
standards and traditions of Corpus Christ i students. 
\ 
. .;;, ... -:. :;: - ... . . , 
STUDENT COUNCIL 
FIRST ROW, left to right: Paulette Janisse, Betty Ann 
Pocock, Doug Stocco (Treasurer) , Sue Thilbeault (President) , 
Mother Eileen (Advisor) , Frances McGuire (Secretary) , Stan 
Jarovi (Vice-President), Flora Jane Hartford, Louise Weston 
SECOND ROW, left to right: Judy Denomey, Mary Ann 
Pretty, Connie Charlton, Teresa Soda, Pauline LaCoursiere, 
Lynn McKinnon . 
THIRD ROW , left to right : Paul Berry, Joel Noel, Marcel 
Deredale, John Chiarcos, Wayne Long, Jerome St . Louis . 
Our Sincere Gratitude 
to the Members of the 
Corpus Christi High School Board of Directors 
Rt. Rev . F . J • Brennan, Do F. 
Rt. Rev . J. J. White, D . P . 
Rev . C . V. McNabb 
Rev . S. A. Nouvion 
Rev. C . W. Carrigan 
Rev. C. C. Campbell 
Mother M. Carmelita, Secretary-
Mother M . Gerald, Principal Treas. 
Mr . Roger DesRosiers, Barrister 
Mr . Charles Marier 
Mr. E . R. St . Denis 
Mr . C . Marentette 
Sir Richard W. Keeley, Chairman Mrs. H. L. MacPherson 









To His Excellency, Bishop Cody 
Each year, blessings, prayers and hopes 
of future success have been bestowed upon 
us in the yearbook message of Most Reverend 
John C . Cody, Bishop of London. Now as 
this is the year of his twenty- fifth anniver-
sary as Bishop, let us in our turn pay homage 
to such a devoted member of the hierarchy. 
During the past twelve years he has 
done a great deal to promote the spiritual 
welfare of the diocese by the building of 
Catholic high schools, seminaries and parishes . 
We at Corpus Christi should be especially 
thankful to h im, for without his permission 
and help our school might never have come 
His Excellency The Mose R everend into existence. Therefore in deepest grat-
JOHN c. CODY. D.D. itude , the graduates and students of Corpus 
Bishop of London. Ontario Christi , thank Bishop John C. Cody for his 
kind fatherly interest in all our endeavours . 
We extend sincere congratulations to him on this occasion and we pray 
that God will bless him abundantly in his work as Spiritual Head of our 
diocese. 
AD MULTOS AN NOS! 
TU ES SACERDOS 
To His Excellency , Bishop Carter 
This year , we , as well as all London 
Diocese , have been given a new auxiliary 
Bishop, Most Reverend Emmett Carter . 
Bishop Carter has done a great deal 
in Quebec toward the revision of English 
Catholic Education . That he has accomplished 
much in the field of education is of great 
significance to us as students . We are 
honoured to have him as a new spiritual father , 
to watch over us and guide us with his 
tremendous fund of knowledge and experience . 
To such a man , who has achieved great 
esteem, may we, the students of Corpus 
Christi High School, Windsor , say, "Welcome 
Bishop Carter . We sincerely hope your stay 
in our city will be a happy one 11 • 
His Excdlency Most Revettnd 
GERALD EMMETT CARTER. D .D. 
Titular Bishop of Alriburo 
Auxiliary Bishop of London, Onc.acio 
Dear Graduates of 1962 : 
MOTHER GERALD 
PRINCIPAL 
The thoughts of youth are deep , deep thoughts and many of you 
are giving serious consideration to your vocation . That is good! 
But in your thought for the future do not overlook the present . 
What you are called to be now, what it means to know that you 
have a place and a work in the world right now--a place uniquely 
yours--is what is meant by a sense of vocation. You are genuinely 
called, you are wanted, you are important . God in creating you , 
the individual you, had that so much in mind that He wrote the 
fulfillment o'f your vocation , to be yourself not only into your family , 
your home, your friends, tqe incidents of your life , but also into 
you , your gifts, your disposition, your personality . Your first and 
primary vocation is to be what God wants you to be here and now--
yourself . This is a vocation that nothing can thwart or hinder except 
your own personal refusal . 
And so in the words of the poet : 
11 To thine own self be true, 
And it must follow , as the night the day, 
Thou canst not then be false to any man . 
··{YU~~ . 
SECRETARIES 
Mrs . R . Breault 
Mrs . 0 . Langlois 
4 
FATHER A. P . JANSEN 
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE DIRECTOR 
Dear Graduates : 
Mediocrity could be termed one of the primary diseases of our 
age . I ts prime symptom is a lack of discipline . The type of discipline 
of which I speak is the kind that lifts a man of talent out of the 
ordinary . Real self- discipline has become an admired virtue , somewhat 
like a spectator sport . It is admired in an astronaut like John G lenn , 
it is applauded in a doctor athlete like Roger Bannister , but is it 
imitated? NO! 
That which lifts these men out of the ordinar y , the humdr um , 
yes, the mediocr e , is a self - discipline which bec omes not apologetic 
but asser t ive . They can do this , because w ith a ll the talents they 
possess the y have the hunger not for publicity o r acclaim but exc e llence . 
Now , you young p eople are leaving Corpus Chr isti H igh School. 
I t i s the hope of the staff that you leave it w ith t he desire to ris e 
above the ordinary , above the mediocre--this field of endeavor is 
flooded . You are armed w ith the most power ful weapon availa ble to 
man--TRUTH ! Read the words of a Paul Claudel , a Belloc or a 
B lay , and y ou will understand what it means to a s sert , and not to 
apologi ze or , in the words of Fr . T raynor , " Take not back one 
burning truthful word for all the kingdoms of the world . Do not 
make the b r ead of truth palatable , buttering it with c oncessions . 
Take up arms against the lie against the shoddy , the half 
measures and the easy road . That only leads to self destruction . 
Take upon yourselves the responsibilit ies that are your s ', not to do 
this makes you a shirker , makes you mediocre . Self- discipline can 
be the key to a success of which you have not dared dream . With 
God' s help may you find the success you deserve , and may a ll God's 
bles s ings be yours . 
5 
6 
MoTHER M. BLANCHE 
~R . T. SMITH,C. 0. 
MoTHER M. EI LEEN 
MoTHER M. HERMAN 
MR• J. KENNEDY 
MOTHER M. CAN ISIA 
MR. S. DztBELA 
MISS 0. MADY 
MR . B. BUHLMAN 
MR. B. ALLEN 
MoTHER M. [MELINA 
MR. T. McGRATH 
MOTHER M. ST• JOHN 
MoTHER M. PATRICIA 
M. M. OF THE ANGELS 
MR . J. MOL I NARI 
M. M. MARGARETTA 
MOTHER M. EVAL INA 
MI S S P • NAN TA I S 
M. M. ANNE LOUISE 
MR. G. MELOCHE 




FA U'j BERRY 
KEN 80NDY 
PETER BULAT 
FR ED D I ET 









, --. ..-,.. .... , .. -~~- . . . . ' 
HAR RY FOWLER 
ADRIENNE HRASTOVEC 
SHIRLEY Ko vos , 
JANI CE LAFRAMBOISE 
JEROME LEFAI VE 
MUR I EL LEF EBVRE 
DONNA LESKOSHEK 
BARBARA MAHO NEY 
Boe MAYEA 
Mr KE McCO URT 
LORN E MELOC HE 




J IM PETCH 
9 
TOM PEVL ER 
PAT SCULLY 
ST I LLMACK GARY 
KAREN QU ICK 





SHAKESPEAR E FRAN 
TURNER KAREN 
ZsoLO OS ELEANOR 
B ILL SASSO 
CAROL SM I TH 
JAMES UL I NCY 
SPECIAL 
-- _JOMMEJlCIAL 
GEOR GE BECKETT PA T BERTHIAUME YVETTE OLA IS SYLVIA DESCHAM PS 
CAROL FRED ER I CK FRAN FRENETTE CA THY GA LLI 
JUDIE HALES SU ZANNE LEFEBVRE CATHY MACDONALD CA THY MARRA 
11 
BETTY Lou NANTAIS MAR IL YN OLSEN CvNNIE PARE NT ANT I ONETTE PESCOSOLIDO 
' 
PAULETTE P llRE CLAIRE RIBERDY SHARON RENAU D 
.., 
JOHN SCH WE ML ER Ow I GHT SCHWERY SHAR RON SHWERV CAROL SM ITH 
t 
1. 
J UDY SMI TH CARO LYN SOBOCAN PAULETTE SOUILL IERE 
12 
.., 
BAILLARGEON LI NOA 
BERTHIAUME MIKE 
MARTHA 8LONDE 
VERON I CA BASTIEN 
ANNE TTE BEZAIRE 
ANN BODNAR 
13 
JUL IE BEAUPRE 
LO UIS BLAIS JEAN-
BONTRONT MARIE 
BENETEAU SHIRLEY 
LEO BLA I S 
~ ~., 
'-'-
::.-c::a l J 
) 
Jo-ANNE 80UTETTE KEARNS BRODE l 
SYLVIA BERTELLE BEVERLY BROPHY 
. ~ 
LINDA BYRNE MARILYN CAHILL 
JIM BROWNING TONY CALZETTA 
PAULINE CHAUVIN JOHN CH I ARCOS 
TONY CARPENETO SALLIE CLEMINSON 
DAVE CONNOR ALBERT COUTURE 



















LI NOA DUQ.UETTE 
15 
COLLEE N DARK 
ROSE CLAIRE DOVER 
GA IL DROUILLARD 
JUDY OYDZAK 
SANDY 0YDZAK 
Loo IE FARRAH 
CATHY FARKAS 
SUE FOLEY 
JOANNE F ITZPATRICK 
DAN GALLAGHER 
NORM GAGNON 





FRAN FA UBE RT 
DON GAGNON 
BOB GI LBERT 
JOYCE HACKER 
MA RY ANN FED I CH 
GER MA I NE GAGNON 
JANET GILLI S 
---~~-/---~ 
.A NNE HARR INGTON 
(' 
JUNE HOLLAND GARY HOOPER 
H MAR IL YN H I MSL LI NDA HUDSON 
I 
JOAN JAN I SSE PAULETTE JANISSE 
N ADR I AN JACOB S PAT KELLY 
' 
PAULETTE KI NG P£TER KRECH 
PAT KENNY B ILL LA8UTE 
KEN LAFRAMBOISE 0 I AN E LAMOUREUX 
R ICHARD LAFRENIERE KAREN LANDRY 
17 
MARY J EAN LAROCQ.UE RI NA LAROCQUE 
PAT LANGLOIS ROLAND LAUZON 




MAURA MALONE MARGARET MARCHAND 
RA Y LIMOGES 
JAN I S MARCOTTE 
-
' I PAT MCCOURT Eo Mc DONALD 




JUDY MCKEON TOM McLEAN 
FRAN Mc Gu I RE JANET MENARD 
LOU ISE MERLO Douc MULOOVAN 
LON Ml NARO JACK MOORE 
LI NOA MOUNTFORD BARRY MURPHY 
MARGO MOSLEY DARLENE MURPHY 
t. 
JOHN NIKOSEY LARRY 0 18RIEN 
DOUG NANTA IS JAC~UELINE PAGEAU 
19 
JOHN PARENT 
VERA PAOLI N I 
BERNARD POUL I N 






JOYCE P ICCININ 
I 
L 
MARY Jl N N PRETTY 
CHRIS RocH ELEAU 
RAY SEGUIN 
BETTY POCOCK 











HUBERT SERR E JOHN S t MPSON 
J 
CA ROLYN SHARRON SH EILA SIMPSON 
( 
NAN CY SOULLIERE MARI LY N ST . AUB I N 
LEONA SO ULLI ERE SUE THIBEAULT 
'\ 
ROSAL IE TURNER 
CATHY TRUDELL PAT WOLFE 
CHA RLES DoosoN- SM tTH PH IL McKA I NEY 
21 
UNDEJtCL~SSMEN 
FIRST ROW, L TOR: MARLENE NAPPA, LORRAI NE PERCY, SHARON FI NDLAY, MARGARET 
TORANGEAU
1 
MARIANNE ANGUS, JANE ROBINSON, MOTHER M. CANISIA 1 IRENE BADOUR, 
LINDA MoRRIS
1 
NANCY GARANT, ROSE MARIE LO,ON, LYNDA NANTAIS, WILHELMINA 
VANDEREERDEN. 
SECOND ROW , L TOR : JOYCE HAR OWSKY, ANG ELINA S8R0CCA 1 MARY ANN RAMANO , 
RENA TA DEZAN, SHARON Nuss10, ALANA MORN EAU , ELIZABETH MOL NAR , BETTY 
ANN EPPECK, ROSE ANN MARCUZZI, TE RESA SooA, LAURA MARON, L INDA CR IPPS. 
THI RD ROW, L TOR: KATHY ROB I NIK , MARY LA NG LO IS, MAR LE NE RENAUS, GA IL 
LANCOP, MA RY ANN LENGEL, DIANE KUSLUSKI, MAR ILYN ~OOLE, DIANE WAGNE R, 
MoYA DONNELLY, VA LE RI E MEUNIER , BEVERLY ST. AMANO , DIA NE SLAVIK, CA THY 









TOP ROW, L TOR: MIKE BORDEAU, GARY RABIDEAU, GERRY PIPER, MIKE BoUTETTE, 
KEN MACKENZIE. 
S ECOND ROW, L TOR: MIKE MULLINS, KEN GIBBS, DENNIS SCHWEMLER, RICHARD 
VARGAS, PAT BERTHIAUME, GARY COYLE, GORDON RIVAIT, JEROME HESCOTT, MIKE 
MCKEON• 
THI RD ROW , L TOR: CLAIRE RIVARD, ELLEN PRIEUR, ANNE MARIE BELLAIRE, 
MICHELLE BouTETTE, DIANE VANDERZANDEN, MISS NAUTAIS, LAURIE GEMUS, 
CAROL MCGENOUGH, JOAN BRENNAN, JANET LA FORET, JUDY DENO MEY, LI NOA RENAUD,. 
BACK ROW, L TOR: PHILIP OUELLETTE, PIERRE DUFAULT, JEAN-PAUL BLAIS, 
RAYMOND LENOU, PAUL LITTLE, PAT PECKER, RICHARD GA,NER, RAYMOND, 
MENARD, JULES QUENVILLE. 
MIDDLE ROW, L TOR: JEANNE THIBERT, LIONEL BELLEMORE, GERALD LEPAGE, 
ROGER QUESNEL, PAUL PICHE, ROBERT PRINCE, PAMELA PARENT, DONAT FORTIN, 
JOHN GODIN, RONALD TREMBLAY, RONALD BEATTIE, ROSANNE LAUZON, COLETTE 
GELINAL. 
FRONT ROW, L TOR: MARY LOUIS BORNAIS, GEORGETTE FAUTEUX, DORIS 
MAILLOUX, MONIQUE GERVAIS, MARY JEAN BURTON, MARV ANN MAILLET, MR. 
DZIBELA, ROSE CARTIER, YVONNE DUPUIS, PAULINE LACOURSIERE, DIANE ROBERT, . 
JANET LEVAC, CHAR MAINE GELINAS. 
BACK ROW , L TOR: DANNY CARR, DAVID FERGUSO N, JOE LAURENCE PH IL THI BERT, 
JERRY KIN SELLA, Boe MA ILLOUX, DON BELANGER ALAN RESSELL. 
MIDDLE ROW , L TOR: CAROL TUORICK, RAY VERBONCOUR, PETER ACOCELLA, FRANK 
PERIN, WAYNE LONG, MAR IE MoRR I SSEY, Boa MoRAN D, MARTIN BAKER, WA LT PYTLWANY, 
GERI BRADLEY. 
FRONT ROW , L TOR: VELMA PUP UL IN, GLORIA TRUDELLE, MARY 0'KE EFE, LAUREN 
QUENNEVI LLE, Jo-ANNE MCCAFFREY, MR . T.J. MCGRATH, MICHELLE TRACEY, HERTA 
TINES , PAMELA PELZER, LINDA WILLIS, Jo-ANNE G ILBOE. 
ABSENT : ESTELLE LOISELLE, GARY MA JOR, LARRY SEGUIN. 
TOP ROW, L TOR: PAUL COURNYA, SALIUS K1z1s, CHARLES MA DY CHAR LES 
BOWER IN G, Oo uG STOCCO, Boe MCCLEOD, DON ATKINSON, EUG ENE MosER, GARY 
PELTIER. 
SECOND ROW , L TOR: PAUL PH ILBIN, MI KE MASON, RON RUSSETTE 1 CHR IS 
MARENTETTE 1 MARGARET FITZPATRICK,JOHN McDONA LD, WAYNE E,AN 1 MARK GOUTHIER, 
PAUL VANDALL. 
FIRST ROW, (SEATED ) , L TO R: LORRAINE COUS INEAU, KAREN ROCHELEAU, JAYNE 
DENNIS, Jo - ANNE LEFEBVRE, MARLENE COYLE, LOUI SE WESTON MR . ALLEN, 
CAROLE MoRAN0 1 BLANCH R IVARD, ELIZABETH ZEMLA 1 GLORIA LEMIRE, DONNA 
ARSENAULT, JOYCE FEDEROWICH. 
24 
BACK ROW , L TOR: GE RALD LUCIER, MICHAEL FROTTIER, VINCENT BORNAIS, ANDRE 
BENETEAU, MICHAEL MAISMITH, TOM HARRIS, BILL TR~DELL, LES MENARD, GEORGE 
CA ROM, ALPHONSO FANELLI, JAMES HICKSON . 
MIDDLE RO\.J, L TO R: CO NS TANCE FINN, JULIANN HOLMES, RICHARD BORKO, DAN 
TREMBLEY, FRED MASSE , ERNEST PHILLIPS, PA UL DERUYTER, GARY SEMENIUCK, 
JAMES LAMPHIER, CHERYL QUICK, ANNE ROCHELEAU. 
FRONT ROW , L TOR: GAYL E MARTIN, Jo-ANNE MoscEo, VI RGINIA HARTFORD, ~~RV 
Co ~STANCE CAR LTON , LOIS HADLAN D, MAUREEN MCTAG UE, MO THER EVA LINA, MA UREEN 
PURCELL, KATHY KELLY, JANE MASE , PA T PRYDE, KAREN MA CDONELL, CHRISTINE ~AN-
CINI. 
TOP ROW, L TOR: FELIX LYONS, GRAIG OTTO, LARRY DUCAL, BERNARD O 'NEIL, . 
FRED SPARKMAN, JOHN HRVNIUK, AL CH EVALLIER, B ILL DEMERS, R ICK CLEARY, 
DOUG MANGIN. MIDDLE RCM, LOUISE MATTEAU , HOHN NOSOTTI, S 1LVO TRUANT, JOHN 
BONDY, BERNARD RUEL, RICK WO LKENSPERG, JOE OUELLETTE, PETER MACINTYRE, 
MIKE OUELLETTE, 8EV DANKER. BOTTOM ROW , L, CATHY TELFORD, CAROL CAMPEAU, 
MARGARET KING, DARLENE MCPHEE, GA IL LEWIS, VIRGINIA VOINIARSKI, MoTHER 
GERALD, NANCY 0ALLARO, SA LLY DONI NOTO, MA RALIE FA ILLEFER, SA LLY ZOWVRUCHA, 
RosE ANN LAUZON, LYNN Mc KIN NON. 
25 
SOCIAL COMMITTEE 
TOP ROA: CATHY SALINA, B ILL LABUTE., CATHY Tr?UDELL, RON IN NOCE~ TE, 
WANDA ROS ICKI, Bos GILBERT. 
SECOI\ID ROIi : CAROL McKEOUGH, JOHN BONDY, Miss F. NANTAIS, PAUL DERUYTER, 
JANIS ~~ RCOTTE, GEORGE BECKETT. 
BOTTOM RON : COLETTE GELINAS, RON RUSETTE, SH IRLEY Ko vos r, Bos Mo RAND, 
SANDY 0YDZAK, GAR Y T I NGLE . 
LIBRARIANS 
SEAT ED, L TOR: JUNE 8 EZAIRE, MOTHER PATRICIA, PAT PRID E, CAROL MORAND . 
STAND I NG, L TOR: JOAN BRENNAN, LAUR I E GEMus, MARGAR ET FITZPATRICK, 
MARILYN HIMSL , JUDY EMMONS, JO - ANNE F I TZPATR ICK. 
26 
YEARBOOK STAFF 
FIRST ROW , L TOR : AN TIO NETTE PESCOSOLIDO, CONN IE PARENT, MoTHER ANN E 
LOUISE, MARGO MoS LEY (EDITOR), MoTHER MARY OF THE ANG EL S, CA ROLI NE 
MARIONE, PAT GORESKI, CA THY MARRA. 
SECOND ROW, L TOR: MARY GERACE , MAR ILYN ST. AUB IN, JERRY SOUI LLIERE, 
RALPH S IN KE, RICK JONES (BUSINESS MANAGER) , Boe GILBERT, ED McDONA LD, 
( SA LES PROMOTOR) 
COMMITTEE 
SEATED , L TOR: JEAN ETTE LEVAC, JANE ROBINSON, EL IZAB ETH ZEMLA, ESTELLE 
LOISELLE, ROSA LIE TURNER , KAREN l.ANDRY. 
SECOND ROW , L TO R: BARBARA MAHONEY, CA THY MARRA, DONNA LESKOSHEK, JANICE 
LAFRAMBO ISE, MARY ANNE P~ILLET 1 MARY GERACE, PAT GORESKI, CONN IE PARENT, 
AN TI ONE TTE PESCOCOLIKO. 
THI RD RO\v , L TOR: CAROLINE MAR I ON, MARGO MOS LE Y, MAR ILYN ST. AU BIN, 
TOP Row , L TOR: Boa GUILBERT, GERRY SOU ILLIERE, VERN MELOCHE, RA LPH 
S I NKE , R ICHARD WOLKINSBERG, R ICK JONES, Eo Mc DONALD MIK E MCKEON. 





Nobility of soul is recognized in the quiet , unassum-
ing manner of those who serve God with t r ue humility . 
No noise nor loud a c claim announces the presence of 
the truly Christ-like people in our midst but when they 
have " passed our way" we realize that thei r humility 
was Joy ; their faith was God . 
This humility and faith , which result f rom intense 
Christ- living in a world filled w ith p ride and materialism , 
radiate beyond the horizons of each day and serve to 
make a glorious sunset in the evening of life. 
In h is r o le as Y . C . S. chaplain for the boys at 
Corpus Christi H igh School , Father Rober t Drouillard 
accepted his responsibilities with cheerfulnes s and he 
showed unt iring zeal in his task of bringing Christ to 
the students. His was a lways a k indly manner wher e in 
he did not only show the Way , but he also led others 
along the way . •.. to Christ . 
28 
SEATED , L TOR: MOTHER MARY OF THE ANGELS, DIA NE SLAV IK, MARY CONSTANCE 
LArRAMBOISE, LYNN YOUNGSON, FATHER BELANGER, MA RY ANN ANGUS, SUSANNE 
THILBEAULT, JUD ITH 0ENOMEY, MOTHER EVAL I NA . 
STAND ING , L TO R: BEVERLY 8ROPHV, PAUL I NE LACOURSIERE., FRAN McGUIRE . 
ABSENT: CONSTANCE CHARLTON, SHARON FI ND LAY, JANET MENARD . 
Y.C.S. 
The Y .C.S. groups form part of the national Catholic Action 
movement known as "The Young Christian Students". The 
work of these groups is to bring the spirit of Christ into 
student activities. Similar groups are found in the Catholic 
High Schools and parishes of the London Diocese and in other 
centres across Canada . 
LEFT TO RIGHT: PAUL DERUYTER, JOHN CHA IRCOS, JCEL NOEL, MOTHER t MELINA 
(RELIGI OUS ASS ISTA NT), MARSHALL GRAY, Bos GILBERT, Tv NY CA LZETTA. 
29 
DRAMA CLUB 
LEFT TO RIGHT: MR. KENNEDY, DIRECTOR; JOHN NIKOSEY, JOEL NOEL, PAULINE 
CHAUV I N, FLORA-JANE HARTFORD, CATHY TRUDELL , BERNARD TIMOTHY . 










Essex Secondary Schools 
Bev Brophey, Second Prize 
Public Speaking Contest 
Industrial Accident 
Prevention Association 
Pat Goreski, Second Prize 
Pub I i c Speaking Conte.st 
Windsor Secondary Schools 
Ralphe Sinke, Second Prize 
Public Speaking Contest 
Windsor Typing Contest 
Connie Parent, Trophy 
First Year Typing 
CHEERLEADERS 
SR. CHEERLEADERS 
L TOR: CAROLYN WELLWOOD, SUE BEASLEY, LONDh MoUNTFORD, ANNETTE DES-
ROSIERS, Jo ANNE 80UTETTE, JULIE BEAUPRE, LOUISE MERLO• 
JR. CHEERLEADERS 
BACK ROW, L TOR: VIRGINIA HARTFORD, CAROL CAMPEAU, LINDA RENAUD, ROSE 
ANN LAUZON• 
FRONT ROW, L TOR: MARALEE RAILEFFER, CHARMAINE GELINAS, CATHY KELLY. 
32 
KENNEDY 22 c.c . 29 
FO RSTER 26 c.c. 28 
PATTERSON 36 c.c. 20 
COMMERCE 32 c.c. 44 
WA LK ERV ILLE 26 c.c. 25 
MASSEY 19 c.c. 26 
HERMAN 23 c.c. 41 
VOLLEYBALL 
TOP TO BOTTOM, L TOR: MARGARET 
SEQU IN, PAULETTE SOULLlrRE, JAC-
QUELENE SCHILLER, SUE FOLEY, RosE 
ANN MARCUZZI, HILDEGARDE REIS , 
CAROL MCGEOUGH, FRAN McGUIRE, MISS 
NANTAIS, (COACH), MOVA DONNELLY, 
MARLENE NA PPA • 
33 
GIRLS BASKETBALL 
TOP TO BOTTOM, L TOR: CARO L HARVEY, 
SA LLY 00M INATO, HILDEGARDE REIS , LOUISE 
WESTON, SHIRLEY NORMANDEAU, MARLEN E 
NAPPA, FRAN McGu 1RE, MuR1EL LEFEBRE, 
JANET SZYMANSK I, MAR IE MORR ISSEY, MISS 
NAN TA IS {COACH), SUE LEPAGE, CLAIRE 
RIBERDY (SCORER), SUE FOLEY, PAULETTE 
SOULLIERE, CONN IE CHARLTON, MARGARET 





C .C. 25 
C .C. 38 
c.c. 31 
SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
FIRST ROW, L TOR: BARRY TREMBLAY, DOUG STOCCO, RON IN NOCENTE, KEN 
BONDY, MARCEL DEREDALE, Boa BELLAIRE . 
SECOND ROW, L TOR: MR. SM ITH (CoA,cH), JOE LAWRENCE, DENNIS DESCHAMPS, 
FRANK PARENT, MIK E POLACHUK, JIM BROWN ING, MART IN BAKER. 
JUNIOR BOYS.' BASKETBALL 
TOP ROW , L TOR: VINCE BORNAIS, JOHN McDONALD, JIMMY HICKSON, Eu~ENE 
MOSER, PETE DUFAULT. 
SECOND ROW , L TO R : GEORGE CARON, GARY SEMENIUK, HENRY STANSKI, MR. 
SLAVICK, JOHN RABEDEAU, KEN G1ses . 
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FOOTBALL 
TOP RO~-J, L TO R: Boe MAYEA (MANAGER), vJAYNE LONG, MIKE POLACHOK, PAT 
BERTH IA UME, PAUL BERRY, PAUL PH ILBI N, RANDY SASSO. 
MI DDLE ROw, L TOR: MR . BUHLMAN (COACH), TONY GULATIEREI, TONY CALZ~TTA, 
BILL SASSO, MI KE 8ER THAI UME , DAN GA LLAGER, MR. SM ITH (COACH). 
FIRST ROW, L TOR : GAYNER BR ENNA N, WA LTER PYTTO WANY, AL COUTURE, STAN 
JAROVI, RA LPH S IN KE, RICHARD PENN Y, GARY CROWDER, VIC SCULLY. 
VOLLEYBALL 
FI RST ROW, L TO R: RAY LUNOUE, DO N GAGNON , HENRY STAN SK I, RON I NNO CENTE, 
MARCEL 0ERDALE, PETE DUFAULT. 
SECOND ROW, L TO R: PAUL OuRUYTER, J IM BROWNING, MIKE NAISM ITH, MR. 
SLAVIK (COACH), KEN BONDY, MAR TIN BAKER. 
DUDES BASKETBALL 
FIRST ROW , L TO R: 
SECOND RO~, L TO R : 
MAYEA, TOM PEVLER . 
GA RY ZACTKO, GARY CROWDER , DON GAGNON, GARY PELTIER 
MIKE HOROKY, JI~ S~UIRE , MR . BUHLMAN ( COA CH ) , Bos 
BOOSTER CLUB 
FIRST RO\.-J : i1ARGARET KING, SALLY ZAWYRUCHA, MARY ANN LENGEL, MR. T. SM ITH,C.0., 
LYNN MCK I NNON, KATHY ROBINET, MARY ANN ROMANO. 
SECOND RO'w: MARALEE PAILLEFER, ROSE CLAIRE DOVER, MARGARET McDONALD, LINDA 
DUQUETTE, CATHY TRUDELL, MARILYN ST. AUBIN, MARY 0'1<EEFE. 















JEROME LEFA I VE, 
GARV ST I LLMACK 
DIRECTOR: MOTHER M. EILEEN 
C O N G R A T U L h T I O N S 
CLASS OF '62 
J. MOLINARI 
T.J. Mc GRATH 
0. MADY 
P. NAN TA IS 
CONGRATULAT IONS GRADS 
I IE CORPUS CHRI STI 
NE IGHBOURHOOD HARDwARE 
238 ~ RIE S T . WES T 
WI NDSOR 
N & D SUPERMARKET LTD. 
1349 GRAND MARA I S 
WI NDSO R, ONTAR I O 
MRS. 8 REA ULT 
MRS . LANGLOIS 
J. KENNEDY 
T. SM ITH C • D • 
G. MELOCHE 




CONGPATULATI ONS GR~OS 
SOUTHLA ND bA~~Ek ShOP 
2817 DOUGALL AVENUE 
SOU T H WINDSOR 
RCYAL b~NK OF CANADA 
P I LLE T TE AND WYANDO TTE 
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY 
OF WINDSOR 
congratulates the 1962 g r aduating classes of 
CORPUS CHR ISTI HIGH SCHOOL 
and we l comes your inquiries about continuing 
your education in any of the fol lowing fields 
ARTS 
PURE SC IENCE 




For information about scholarships, bursaries, 
student loans, contact the Registrar, Assumption 
University of Windsor, 




MAYOR MICHAEL J . PATRICK 
ALDERMEN: 
Mrs. C. H. Montrose 
Thomas R. Brophey 
Dr . Roy Per ry 
Wm. C. Riggs 
W. John Wheelton 
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01 iver M. Stonehouse 
Howard Pai 1 lefer 
John W. Atkinson 
Robt. M. Fuller 








Conc rete Block 
Ready* Mix Concre t e 
and a complete 1 ine 
of bu i 1 der I s supp 1 i es 
STERLING BUILDING 
MATERIALS LTD. 
CL 2-7241 Windso r, Ont . 
ROYAL bANK OF C/\1\JAOA 
P IL LETTE AND WYANDOT T E 
BEST WISHES TO 




LARGEST DEPARTMENT STORE 
Regular Officer Training Plan 
(ROTP) 
Every young Canadian should know about the opportunity open to High School 
graduates or University undergraduates through the Regu lar Officer Training Plan, 
I ROTP). It combines military training with excellent advanced education through 
the Canadian Services Colleges - Royal Military College ( Kingston, Ont.), Royal 
Roads (Victoria, B.C.), College Milita ire Royal de St. Jean (St. Jean, P.Q.) - or 
a designa ted Canadian university. 
A college education, character-building military training, leading to the Queen's 
commission as a naval, army or air force officer, is available to the right young 
man under the sponsorship of the Department of National Defence. 
Full information con be obtained from the Navy, Army, or Air Force Recruiting 
Officer. Contact him at the: 
Canadian Armed Forces Recruiting Centre 
FEDERAL BUILDING WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
39 
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W. S. B ALLANTY N E 
PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGE R 
AMBULANCE. H EARSE AND RESCUE VEHICLES 
S IR ENS - EMERGENCY L IG HTS - STRETCHERS P H ONE CL 3-2244 
Compliments of 
GOLDEN MILE PIZZERIA 
1990 George Ave. at Tecumseh 
WH 8-2511 
Free Delivery 
Joe & Tony Fusco 
CENTRE CARO & GIFT, LTD . 
4774 WYANDOTTE STREET EAST 
WINDSOR ONTAHIO 
~45-1612 
CHUCK HOLME~ CUSTOM GLOTHING 
1561 TEC UMSEH ROAD EAS T 
AT GLADSTONE 
CLOTHING FUR LAU l tS ANO GENTLEME~ 
" HOUSE OF COLOUR" 
WHITEHALL PAINT ANU WALLPAPER 
2411 WYANDOTTE ST ., RIVERS I DE 
PHONE ':348 - 2771 
CR IPPS WELDING S~RVICE 
940 GILES BLVD W., WINDSOR 
CL 2 - 6658 
lJ ES R/.1.MAUX 
MEN ' S ~~AR - SHOES 
WYANDOTTE E . AT P IL LETTE 
945 - :,050 
't-" J? ~ DIAL CL. l>-3436 • CL. 2-4170 
·~ PHARMACY LIMITED 
SI H RO. Af GlAOSTONI, WINDSOR, ONT 
COM PL I MEtHS OF 
ST . ROSE ANO EAST WINDSOR HARDWARES 
2403 WYANDO TT E STREE T, RIVER S IDE 
ST . HUSE FLORIST 
& GIFT SHOP 
2409 WY AND OTTE STRE ET 
RIV E RSIDE 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
BAILL IE'S MUSIC LENTRE 
320 PELIS S IER ST . 
RE CORDS ARE OUR BUSINESS 
EDUCATION IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS 
You stand on the threshold of a new 
venture, a new experience . To con-
tinue with your education is the 
wisest decision you can make . 
Bulmer Business College can help 
those who are going on to University 
with pre- college cour ses in Shorthand, 
Typihg, Nancy Taylor Training and 
Speedreading. 
Bulmer Business College can help 
those who cannot go on to University ; 
with progr ammes of Training that will 
prepar e them, in a short time, for 
gainful employment . 
Whatever your decision may be , Bulmer 
Business College wishes you every suc-
cess and a secure, happy and prosper-
ous future . 
BULMEH BUSINESS COLU:GE 
44 University Ave . W. CL 3- 8202 
Mrs . G. P. Mathoney, Principal 
SPOR T ING GOODS FOR SPORTSMEN 
NANTAIS SPORTSHOP LTD . 
2053 WY AND OT TE ST . WES T 
WI ND S OR , ON T ARIO 
CL 2 - 5705 
Russ NAN T AIS HARVEY TENO 
WHEN YOU NEED FLOWERS CAL L 
GERRY ANO PH I L ' S FLOWER SHOP 
I 154 L ESPERAN CE Ro . , 
T ECUMSE H, ONT ARIO 
PHONE 735- 4124 
AF T ER HOURS : 735 - 4609 7 735- 964 
WE SPECIAL I ZE I N WEDD I NGS 
CALL US F OR F REE EST I MATES 
APAR T F ROM OUR F LOWERS WE HAVE A 
VIC ' S SERVIC E ST1\TION 
1291 WYANDOT T E ST . EAS T 
254 - 8033 
RIVERSIDE ROOFING LTD . 
655 LAUZON ROAD 
HAYNES PHARfvlACY 
4700 WYANDOTTE ST . E . 
WINDSOR , ON T . 
USCAR NOEL , GENERAL INSURANCE 
AUTO , FIRE , LIAB I LITY , BURGLARY 
2517 WYANDO T TE , RIVERS I DE 
WH 5 - 4432 
UPTO\\N RADIO 
& T V LT D. 
SPEC I AL I ZED SERVICE 
AUTO RADIOS 
HOME RADIOS 
TELEV I S I ON 
SOUND EQU I PMENT 
COMPL ETE L I NE OF GI F TS 755 WYANDOTTE S T. EAST, W1NOS0R 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR CL 4 - 1322 
FREE DEL I VERY SERV I CE 
WINDSOR CAT ERING L TD . 
JOAN SENES I CATERER 
WEDD I NGS - BANQUETS , ETC . 
CL 4 - 1930 CL 2 - 50 1 I 
MARIO ' S RESTAURANT 
OUE LL ETTE & TECUMSEH ROAD 
ENJO Y YOUR PIZZ A PIE WI TH US 
ANYT I ME 
NADALIN S ALES LTD . 
F LOOR - WALL COVER I NGS 
IO I ER I E ST . E . PHON E CL2 - 7215 
TONY NADAL I N L EO NADAL I N 
8 & D APPLIANCE PAR TS L TD. 
54 1 ER I E S T. E. 
WI NDSOR , ON T AR I O 
RT. REV. F. J. BRENNAN 
RT. REV. J. A. ROONEY 
RT. REV. J. J . WHITE 
VERY REV. J.Z. NOEL 
REV. L. BELANGER 
REV. C. CAMPBELL 
REV. M. CASPER 
REV. L. E. CHARRON 
REV. R. CHARBONN~kU 
REV. P. COSTELLO 
REV. V . COTE 
REV. R. GRAVEL I NE 
REV. ?. J. DONOVAN 
REV . J. DOYLE 
REV. P. V . DROUILLARD 
REVo W. A. ENRIGHT 
REV. J.M. FOGARTY 
REV. R. GRAVELI NE 
REV. A. JANSEN 
REV. F. J . KUSTA 
REV . C . V. Mc NABB 
REV. './J.P. Mc NABB 
REV. 0. MORANO 
REV. R.L. MORS E 
REV . C. MOULLION 
REV. P.A. MuGAN 
REV. F.S. MULKERN 
REV. A. NOLAN 
REV. S.A . Nouv 10N 
REV. H.R. REARDON 
REV. L.H. RIVARD 
REV. F. WA LSH 
REv. P. RoY 
REv . E.H. ROBERT 
REV. V. PARE 
REV. L. IVANOIC, 0 . F . M. 
MISS A. ABATE 
ADLER'S BAKERY 
MI SS L. AILHULY 
ANONYMOUS 
Miss F. ARBOUR 
MR. & MRS. J. ARSENAULT 
MR. & MRs. P. BADOUR 
MR. E. BAI LLARGE ION 
MR. & MRS. H. BA ILLARGEION 
MR. & MRS. D. BALINT 
MR. & MRS. J. BA LI NT 
MRS. MABEL BALL 
MRS. EARL BAUD 
MR. & MRS. B. BARE! 
KITSILANO BEACH 
MRS. A, 8ELLEMORE 
MRs. JEANN E BENETEAU 
MISS M.R . BENETEAU 
MR . 0. BENETEAU 
PATRONS 
MISS BETH ANNE BENSON 
MRs. E.L. BERNHARDT 
MISS M. L. BERTH IAUME 
MR. & MRS. W. BERTHIAUME 
MRS. M. H. BEST 
MR. & MRS. C. BEZA I RE 
MR. & MRs. G. B IRCH 
MISS SEA BLA I S 
MR . EDMUND BLAIS 
MRS. A.M. BLONDIN 
MR. A. 80CKAR 
MR. & MRS. J . BODNAR 
MR. &. MRS. B . BOISVERT 
MR. & MRS. P . BOISVERT 
MR. & MRS. S . BOLGER 
MR. & MRS. B. BONDY 
MR. R I CHARD BONDY 
MR. & MRS . 0 . BOOKER 
MR • B. Bo RN A I S 
MISS ELAINE BORNA IS 
MR. M. BoRNA IS 
MI SS T. 80RNAIS 
MR. D I CK BOURDEAU 
MR • JOE BOURDEAU 
MR. R ICH ARD BOURDEAU 
MR. ALFRED BOUTETTE 
MR. & MRS. E. BouTETTE 
MR . & MRS. C. BOWER ING 
MARIE BRACKEN 
MR. & MRS. E. BORNAIS 
MR . & MRS. P.J. BRAD LEY 
MR • L. J. BR EA ULT 
MR. & MRS. E. BRENNAN 
MR. JOHN BRENNAN 
MR. LEE BRESCHUK 
MISS CLA IR E BRIEN 
MR • A. BR I EN s 
JEAN A. BR IO EBOIS 
MR. & MRS. G. BRODE 
MR . K. M. BRODE 
MR• M.J . BRODE 
MR. P . T. BRODE 
MR . & MRS. BROOKER 
MR. & MRS. J.W. BROPHY 
MR . & MRS . A. BROWNING 
MISS H. BROWNING 
MR . & MRS. BYRN E 
MI SS MARGARET BYRNE 
MR. & MRS. N. CALLE JA 
MR. A. CAL ZETTA 
OR. & MRS . G. CAN TELON 
CANTON DINING LOUNGE 
Mi ss s. CARLO NE 
MR . & MRS. C . GAU THIER 
MR. & MRS. ED CECILE 
MR. & MRS. ED CECILE SR . 
MR. D. CERIO 
MR. & MRS. A. CHARBONNEAU 
CHARLES & ARMAND'S SALON 
MR. & MRS. C. CHAUVIN 
FRANK W. CHAUVIN & SONS 
MR. GEORGE CHIARCOS 
MR. & MRS. CHIRKOSKI 
MR. & MRS. E. CH ITTLE 
MRS. T. CLANCY 
MISS M.A . CLOUTIER 
MR. CRAIG COLE 
MR . & MRS. J . CONNOR 
MR. B ILL CORCHIS 
DR. & MRS. J. CORR 
MI SS SHIRLEY ANN COUTTS 
MR. & MRS . A . COUTURE 
MR. & MRS . P. COYL E 
MR. & MRS. J. CR I PPS 
MR. K.J. CR ITCHLOW 
MR. & MRS. C. CROOKS 
MR. & MRS. R. CUSHMAN 
MR. R.J. CALLARO 
MR. R. DA LTON 
MR. & MRS . DAVENPORT 
MR. & MRS . E. DECAIRE 
MR . R. DEMERS 
MR . & MRS. S . DESCHAMPS 
MR. & MRS . L. DESMARA IS 
MR. & MRS. R. DESMARA I S 
MR. C. DEZAN 
MRS. L. DEZAN SR. 
MR. & MRs . L. DrZAN 
MR. MAURICE DIET 
W.J. DOCHERTY 
MR . S.F . DoNAIS 
MR. & MRS . DONAVON 
MR. & MRS. M. DONNELLY 
MR. L. DosA 
MISS B. DROU ILLARD 
K.L. DROU ILLARD 
Miss M. DROUILLARD 
MR . & MRS . N. DROU ILLARD 
MR. CLEMEN T DUBE 
MR. & MRS. 0. DUCHENE 
DUDLEY ' S GI FT SHOP 
MR . A. DUFAULT 
MRS. C. DUFAULT 
GERA LD DUFAULT 
MISS JEANNINE DUFAULT 
JEAN- PAUL DUFAULT 
MR . & MRS . E. DUFAULT 
MR. GEORGE DUNBAR 
MR . & MRS . B. DUNN 
MR . & MRS. G. DUNN SR . 
Miss LOTT IE DUNN 
MR. & MRS . P. DUNNE 
MR. & MRS. A. DUNWOODY 
MR• M. DUNWOODY 
MR . & MRS. LEO UuPUIS 
DUPU IS MARKET 
MI SS C. DUQUETTE 
MR. & MRS. 0 . DUQUETTE 
MR. & MRS . N. DUQUETTE 
MR. & MRS. \tJAL TER EA RL 
MR. & MRS . JACK EDWARDS 
MRS . JEAN EVANS 
FRANC I S LYRAUO 
EUGENE FAUBERT 
MR . & MRS . W. FAUBERT 
MR • &. MR s • D • FA u TE u X 
MR . & MRS. M. FAUTEUX 
FRANK ' S BA RBER SH OP 
MR • & tlRS • S. F ILBEY 
MR, & MRS . M. F ITZPATR ICK 
OR . & MRS. F . FUR LONG 
MR . & MRS . C. GAGNON 
MI KE GAGNON 
MR • PH I L GAG NON 
MORR I E GALLAGHER 
MR . & MRS . R. GARAN T 
MR , ALOFRT GAUDETTE 
MR . M. GAU THI ER 
MR. A. GAY 
MR . & MRS, E. GAYOESKY 
MR , & MRS , WM. GAYWOSKY 
Mi ss J . GELINA 
MR. & MRS , 'VIM . GEORGES 
MR, & MRS , t , GERAGE 
MI SS CHR IS T I NE GIGNAC 
MR . & MRs. J.V . GrGNAC 
Miss LUCY GILHUL Y 
MRS . G. G I RARDIN 
MR. NOE L GOLDHAWK 
Mi ss JEANNE GOUIN 
Mi ss JUST I NE GOU I N 
Miss JOAN ANNE GRAHAM 
MR• A. GRAVELLE 
MR . & MRS . T. GREENE 
MR , RO LAN D GROLEAU 
MRS . KA THER I NE GRUDUS ICH 
MR S . T. R . HACHER 
MRS . HARR IET HkCKER 
MRS . J . R . HACKCR 
MR. WI LL IAM HADDAW 
MRS. R. HA LES 
MR . & MRS . G. HALL 
MR. & MRS , 8 . HAMLI N 
MRS. ANN HANRAHAN 
MR . & MRS. HAR DI NG 
DAVE HEVER T 
MR . & MRS . R. HE NSEL 
MR . & MRS . E. HESCO TT 
ER IC HE I SLER 
MR , & MRS . V, HI MSL 
MR. Mr KE HO GAN 
MR . & MRS . I . HO LMES SR, 
t1R . & MRS, I . HO LMES JR . 
MR, & MRS. C. HOOPER 
Miss SHARO N HOOPER 
HUN TER'S PHA RMACY 
MR, LARRY HYSLOP 
MR . & MRS , A. JAN I SSE 
MR, & MRS , J . JANISSE 
MR, STAN J AROV I 
MR. TONY J ELENEK 
JOHNSTON CYCLE & SPOR T SHOP 
MR • & MRS • T • Jo NE S 
MR . WILL IAM J ONES 
PAT, KELLY NOEL'S COIFF URES 
MR S . L ILLIAN KENNEDY 
Ml SS P. KENNEDY 
t4R S • T • K I L DARE 
BRIAN KILLORAN 
Miss NANNETTE KI NG 
MR • & MRS , D • K I NG 
MR. KL I NE 
MR . G. l<L I NG IL 
MR . EDWIN l<ORNACK I 
MR. & MRS . GEo . Kovos1 
MR . & MRS. A. KOS IKO~BKY 
MR . & MR s . G. Kouso 1 
MRS , :v!ARY KOWA L I K 
MR . & MRS . A. KRECH 
MRS . A. LACO URS IERE 
MRS . R. LACOURS I ERE 
MRS. C. LA FORET 
MR. & MRS. [ . LAFORET 
MRS . ME LA I NE LAFORET 
MR. & MRS . P. LAFORET 
MR. & MRS . H. LAFRAM601SE 
MR, J . LAFRAMBO I SE 
LOPNE LAFRAMBOISE 
MR, & MRS . P. LAFRAMBO I SE 
JOSEPH I NE LhLIBERTE 
MR , L . LAL I BFRTE 
MR. 0 . LAMOUREUX 
MRS . CAVE LAMOUR EUX 
MR. & MRS , LAN DRY 
MR • & MRS • P • i...A ND RY 
MR. & MRS , A. LANGLO I S 
MRS . 0 . LAN OUE 
MR • & MRS • \,..; • LA PORTE 
MR • & MRS • J • LA RV F QUE 
MRS , BEATR ICE LAUZO~ 
MR. L. LAUZON 
OR , & MRS , A. LE8 LkNC 
MR . JAMES LEF AIVE 
DR . l. LEFAVE 
Miss D IANF LEFEa vRE 
MR. "1 . LEFEBVRE 
Mrss s. LEH IRE 
MR , & MRS . LENGFL 
MR. & MPS, J . LEFACE 
MR . & MRS . D. LES~OSHEK 
MI SS V. LESKOSHfK 
MR , & MRS. R. LEFE6VRE 
MR. & MRS , H . LEVAC 
MR. & MRS . [, LEWIS 
i"1Rs . EvA L IT1LE 
MR. & °MRS . R. L I T1 LE 
MR. & ~ RS . W. L 1T1LE 
MR . & MRS . M. LOIS ELLE 
Mtss s. LORANGER 
LORE 1S 8 FAUTY SA LON 
LYv l A ? LAN T UN IF ORM 
MR • & MR s • MA c Do NA Lo 
MR . & MRS. J . MACDONA LD 
MR. ALBERT l"'iA DY 
MARY ANN MA I LLET 
MR • C: MRS • MA I L LO U X 
MA LET1E PHARMACY 
MR • & MRS • A • MA UN LI: TT Y 
MARC EL 1 S CONFECT I ONERY 
MR • & MR s • MA RC H u M 
MR, & MRS , R. MARC OTlE 
MR , & MRS • i"1A RC O U X 
MR • & MRS • f..ol,A R E N T E 11 E 
MR, & MRS . J . MAR ION 
MR • N , MA R I ON 
MR • & MRS • G • MARK H k M 
MA RO ON BROS. 
MR, & MRS , R. MASON 
CHUCK MA TH: 
MAT1HEW 1 S CONFEC TI ONERY 
MRS , E. i·1AZUR 
MR, R. MC~ LL ISTER 
MR • & MRS • Mc CA FF ER Y 
MR• & MRS . E. McDONALD 
MR. & MRs . ii , McDONA LD 
MR . & MRs . T. McDONALD 
MR s • /'J . Mc Gu I RE 
MR . & MRS . A. McKEvN 
MR . F. MCK I NNON 
MR. H. Mc LEA r,.: 
MR . & MRS, 0. McNAMARA 
MR • J • Kc PH AR I Ill 
MI S S M • Mc f'H AR I N 
OR. & MRS . G. MCTAGUE 
MR. & MRS. N. MEC ONI 
MR. & MRS . 0 . MELOCHE 
MRS, P. ME RC~ OUT 
M I S S O • ME U f\ I ER 
MR , & MRS, MEUN IER SR. 
MR, & MRS . M. MI CELL I 
MR. & MRS . A, MI CHA EL 
MI SS D. MICHAEL 
MR . & MRS, J . MILES 
MILK - MA ID DA I RY 8t. R 
MR. & MRS. F. MOU NFORTON 
MR. & MRS . R. MoR I N 
MR. & MRS . L. MOR NEA U 
MR. A. MOSCATELLO 
MRS. AN N MoscEo 
MI SS M.A. Mosc Eo 
MR. & MRS. P. MoscEo 
PALMA Mo s cFo 
MR. & MRS. o. Mosc o Nr 
MR . & MRS. G. MOSL EY 
L I NOA Mo UNTFORD 
MR . R . MULDOON 
MISS J. MURPHY 
Jo-ANNE MURPHY 
MR. & MRS. J. MURPHY 
Ml KE MURPHY 
N & D S uPf.RMARKET 
MRS . D. NA DON 
MR. G. NANTA I S 
MR. & MRS . L. NES PELON 
MR. & MRS. M. N I DOFF 
MR. t,. MRS. J. NOEL 
NORMA ' s BEA UTY SALON 
MR. & MR S. A. NORMANDEAU 
MRS. ~ . NOR MANDEAU 
MR. & MRS. T. 0 1KEEFE 
MR . & MRS. G. OLSEN 
MR. T . 0 1MALLEV 
OUELLETTE& RADIO T . V . 
MRS. A. OUELLETTE 
MR . & MRS . E. OUELLETTE 
MR . L . OUELLETTE 
MR. & MRS . N. PA~Uf.TTE 
MRS. A. PA RE 
MR. & MRS. G. PARENT 
MR. & MRS . LOUIS PARENT 
MR. & MRS. A. PA VAN 
MR. GORDON PEEL 
PEF.RLESS DA I RY STORES 
MR. & MRS . L. PEL T IFR 
MR. & MRS. R. PFL TI ER 
MR . & MRS . A . PFLZER 
MR . & MRS . P~N NI NGTON 
MR . & MRS . R. PETCH 
MR • & MRS • K • PH I L 8 I N 
MR . R. PtCCININ 
MR. V. PI LLSWORTH 
MR. & MRS . P I LON 
MR. JA MES P I TRE 
MR. & MRS. R . PLANTE 
MRS . A. POCOCK 
MR . & MRS . M. POLOCHOK 
MR. B . Porv I N 
MR. & MRS. K. PRl:TTV 
MR . & MRS. J . PR I EUR 
MR . & MRS. F.:. PRINCE 
MR . & MRS. R. PROUDF OOT 
MR . & MRS. PUPLIN 
MR . &. MRS . c. VANT ZFLFD 
MR . CHUCK PUR TON 
MR. & MRS . L. QUENN EVILLE 
MR . & MRS. F. QUICK 
MR. & MRS. C '- . RANGER 
Ml KE RAUTH 
MR . & MRS . RANVANELLO 
MR. & MRS. I . RAYMOND 
MR. '-1. RE I s 
Ml SS C. RENAUD 
MR . D. RENAUD 
MR . & MRS. E. RENAUD 
Ml ss E. RENAUD 
MR. & MRS. L. RENAUD 
MR . & MRS . L. RENAUD JR. 
RIV l f: RA . P I ZZERIA 
MR . & MRS. A. RosERT 
MR . I . RO BINET 
MR . & MRS. P. ROB I NET 
MR. & MRS . G. ROB I NSON 
MR . & MRS . K. ROB I NSON 
ROMA P I ZZf.R I A 
MR. & MRS . 8. ROS ICKI 
MR. MI KE ROSSELL 
MR. & MRS. h o Rov 
MR . F RANK RueERv 
MR. & MRS . W.0 . RUDAK 
MR. F .J . RU THLEC~E 
MR. & MRS . P. RVALL 
MR . & MRS . 0 . SARTICH 
DR . & MRS . J. SCARF ONE 
MR . & MRS~ R. SCH I LLER 
MR. & MRS. A. SCHINCAR I OL 
DR. L . J . SCHILLER 
MR. & MRS . J. SCHROEDER 
SCOTT & BONDY GROCERY 
Ml SS MA RV SEARY 
MR . DON SEGU I N 
DON R. SEG UI N 
MR . & MRS. J. SEGU I N 
MR . & MRS. M. SEGUIN 
MR . GEORGE Sr 1LER 
7 UP BOTTLI NG Co. 
MR. & MRS . SHAKESPEARE 
MR. & MRS. A. SHALHO UB 
MR . J. SHARP 
MR. & MRS. E . S HARRON 
EAR L SHARRON 
MR. & MRS . F. SHEEHAN 
MR . & MRS. " ve SHWERY 
MR . & MRS . R. SHWERY 
MR. & MRS. \v. S I MMS 
Bo s S I NKEVI TCH 
MR . & MRS. M. S J NKEVJTCH 
MRS. G. S 1 NLAV 
MR. & MRS . H. SKI NNER 
MR. & MRS . G. SLAVIK 
~GNE S SODA 
MR. JOSEPH SOLOMON 
MRS. J. ZUR IC 
LSNS2- R I CHARD ,~ , NDSOR- RCN 
MR . & MRS . W. SOMOSSV 
MRS. J. SOPKO 
W.M. S PONARSl< I 
MR . tl LC I DE So ULLI ERE 
MR . & MRS . HER CUL E SOULLIER E 
MISS JOSETTE SOULL I ERE 
MR . & MRS . M. H . SO ULLIERE 
MR. & MRS. d 1LLIAM SOULL I ERE 
MRS . J.H. ST . AUB IN 
MR . & MRS . J .T.W. ST . AUB I N 
MR . JOHN ~ . ST. AUBIN 
MR . RUSSELL ST. JOHN 
Mrs s JEANETTE ST. ON GE 
Mr ss MADELINE ST. ONG E 
MRS . DOR IS ST. P I ERRE 
ST . RO SE C.Y . 0 . 
MR . 0.G. STEPHENS 
MR . & MRS. GEO. TAYLOR 
MR, & MRS. J . A . TESS I ER 
G. M. THACHUK 
MR . & MRS . L. TH I BEAULT 
MR. & MRS. Y . TH I BEAULT 
THR I F"TV SUPER MARKET 
MR . &. '°1RS . TIERNAN 
LILL I AN TIERNAN 
LEO C. TIER~AN 
MR. Lo u TOMAS I 
MR. & MRS . D. TOMICH 
MR . ~ ILLI AM TREMBLAY 
MR. Lou r s TRO UTMAN 
MR. & MRs . G. TOTH 
To 1t1N E & COUNTRY 
~R. & MRS . GEOR GE TRACEY 
MR . & MRS. JOH N TROTT I ER 
MR . & MRS . TRUDELL 
MR . & MRS . TSCH I RHART & JEROME 
Miss TERESA TCHIRHAR T 
MR . & MRS . R. d. TURNER 
MR. & MRS . J I LLIAM TURNER 
MR . & MRS . J. ULICNV 
Mi ss G. URBAN 
DR . & MRS • .J .D . URE 
MRS . EUGENE VACHERESSE 
MRS . A. VANDER EERDEN 
VARIETY HARDWARE 
MR . GAVE H. VEHDELMANS 
MR . & MRS . J. VER LI NDEN 
MR . (,· MRS . K. \rJARNER 
~1R . & MRs. H. WELLWOOD 
MR. & MRS . H. 'NH I TE 
MR , &. MRS. c. \VILL I S 
Miss RUTH dJLL I S 
Wr ND SOR MO NTCA LMS 
Y . C . S . HEAD QUARTERS 
Mi ss LESL IE YOUNG 
MR . & MRS. J. YOUN G SON 
MR . T ED ZADE 
MRS. MICHAEL ZAKOOR 
HELEN A. ZAWAOSK I 
JR• 
...~ 


